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Generation Xbox: How Videogames Invaded HollywoodYellow Ant Media Ltd, 2012

	Hollywood is under attack from videogames. Movies defined the 20th century but games are now pushing them aside as the medium that captures our time, fascination and money. Generation Xbox digs into the love-hate relationship between games and cinema that has led us to this point. It's a story of disaster, triumph and Angelia Jolie in hot...
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Handbook of Cosmetic Science and Technology, Second EditionINFRMA-HC, 2005


	Although cosmetics for the purpose of beautifying, perfuming, cleansing, or for

	rituals have existed since the origin of civilization, only in the 20th century great progress

	has been made in the diversification of products and functions and in the safety

	and protection of the consumer.





	Before 1938, cosmetics were...
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What Makes Great GreatDoubleday, 1996

	In What Makes the Great Great, Dennis Kimbro, author of the bestselling Think and Grow Rich: A Black Choice, introduces inspiring people who have achieved greatness in their own unique way, then highlights those qualities each of us must develop before we reach our full potential. Regardless of how you define greatness--whether...
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Getting Started with UDKPackt Publishing, 2013

	Unreal Development Kit (UDK) is a free but powerful game engine - ideal for hobbyists - and this tutorial is all you need to get started. Includes a walkthrough in building your own tower defense game.


	Overview

	
		Learn how to greybox your level by building basic shapes and reshaping the environment

...
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Monkey Game Development Beginners GuidePackt Publishing, 2012


	Welcome to Monkey Game Development Beginner's Guide. This book will teach you

	(as a step-by-step guide) how to develop 2D games with Monkey. With eight sample

	games included, the book covers a great range of the toolset and important game

	development techniques. You will also learn how to deploy your games to mobile...
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27 Truths About Their First Goodbye (Firsts Series)Independent Publishers Group, 2019

	Once Upon A TimeI dreamed of growing up and being just like her. I dreamed of having an adoring husband, two kids, and a beautiful home where my family would come together and enjoy all of our happy ever afters.But fate had other plansMy road wasn’t easy, it was heartbreaking, and she was there, in the distance, silently supporting me.When...
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Black & Decker The Complete Guide to DIY Projects for Luxurious Living: Adding Style & Elegance with Showcase Features You Can Build (Black & Decker Complete Guide)Cool Springs Press, 2008

	Luxury you can afford!
	
		A custom wine cellar with bistro seating; an elegant den with built-in library walls; an electric steam-room in the master bath; a billiards room with a fun, retro wet bar; a custom closet as big as a bedroomàhomeowners dream of the special features that set a home apart and make it...
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201 Best Questions To Ask On Your InterviewMcGraw-Hill, 2002
Ask the right questions and land the job of your dreams!
To really shine in your job interview and to get that dream job, the questions you ask must be at least as memorable as the answers you give. Today it's the questions you ask that set you apart from the dozenseven hundredsof qualified candidates...
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OS X Mavericks All-in-One For DummiesFor Dummies, 2013

	Your all-in-one guide to all things OS X Mavericks


	This fun and friendly For Dummies guide is your ticket to taking advantage of all the features of Apple’s latest desktop operating system – OS X Mavericks. You’ll get to know OS X, customize Mavericks for your needs, become more productive, and take...
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Time-Blocking: Your Method to Supercharge Productivity & Reach Your GoalsIndependent Publishers Group, 2021

	Have you ever felt like there’s just not enough time in the day...?For those of us with dreams and goals that we long to see accomplished in our lives, this frustration can be all-too-common. We find ourselves extremely busy, yet still, we struggle to find time for even the tasks we deem most important or the activities that bring us the...
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How to Be a DJCourse Technology PTR, 2004
Typically, if you’re a bedroom DJ, nothing really matters, although it’s more fun to play songs you like rather than music that systematically fits into the technical aspects of what you’re trying to do. If you’re a radio DJ, the music doesn’t really matter, because you won’t be choosing it, and you won’t...
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Perspectives on Early Islamic Mysticism: The World of al-?ak?m al-Tirmidh? and his Contemporaries (Routledge Sufi Series)Routledge, 2019

	
		This monograph explores the original literary produce of Muslim mystics during the eighth–tenth centuries, with special attention to ninth-century mystics, such as al-Tustar?, al-Mu??sib?, al-Kharr?z, al-Junayd and, in particular, al-?ak?m al-Tirmidh?. Unlike other studies dealing with the so-called ‘Formative...
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